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The Orangeburg County School District will offer the Waterford UPSTART Family Engagement Program during the next
school year, providing its earliest learners with additional support to ensure ...
New OCSD program targets 4-year-olds; S.C. Department of Education funding effort
Executive Editor Michael Kilian writes about an investigation into inappropriate behavior by a camp director in Western New
York.
Investigation into camp leader's behavior signals D&C commitment to impact journalism
Spring testing in the Millard Public Schools revealed that reading scores, on average, rebounded to nearly pre-pandemic
levels. Math scores were slightly but not significantly lower than two years ago ...
Millard school officials encouraged by student math, reading gains in spring testing
Pfeffer, author of the biography “Bibi,” said Netanyahu’s 15 years in total as prime minister places him among Israel’s most
transformational leaders, though many of those ...
As Israel’s longest-serving leader, Netanyahu transformed his country — and left it more divided than ever
A new study is taking the air out of a hypothesis linking early Earth's oxygenation to larger, more complex organisms.
Georgia Tech researchers report a more complex effect. Scientists have long ...
Oxygen Control Hypothesis – Did Earth’s Early Rise in Oxygen Help Multicellular Life Evolve?
State education bureaucrats in Virginia, and elsewhere, are simply wrong. They are proposing a major overhaul of the math
curriculum for grades K-10. This plan has been affected by the ...
Lacetti: Sorry Virginia, There's No Math-Equity Claus
In network science, the famous 'friendship paradox' describes why your friends are (on average) more popular, richer, and
more attractive than you are. But a slightly more nuanced picture emerges when ...
Applying mathematics takes 'friendship paradox' beyond averages
Math certified by Illustrative Mathematics has been named the winner of a Silver Stevie Award in the Mathematics
Instructional Solution category in the 19 th annual American Business Awards. The ...
Illustrative Mathematics 9–12 Math Wins Silver Stevie Award in 2021 American Business Awards
When hedge fund manager Bill Ackman launched Pershing Square Tontine Holdings , the largest SPAC in history, many
investors were expecting him to take an exciting, fast-growth bus ...
Here's Why I'm Excited About Pershing Square Tontine Holdings' SPAC Deal
"I was thinking I was going to get a 10 or something," the Pine Bluff native, now a high school graduate, said. "It was really
thanks to the great teachers I had in elementary school and middle school ...
Student grateful for Pine Bluff's support
ST Math, an online program from MIND Research Institute used by more than 1.3 million P-8 students, employs a visual,
gamified approach to teach math. I recently spoke with MIND’s chief data ...
Rick Hess Straight Up
Masks will finally start falling off and large crowds will return for concerts and sporting events, but are we ready? “I think
we’re ready,” says on expert. “California is ...
Pandemic restrictions will largely vanish this week. Politics? Or science?
"It made me really grateful for the work my family put into me. My friends, they encouraged me, especially my friends and
teachers this year." Olumofin achieved a 4.25 GPA -- out of a possible 4.3 at ...
Student grateful for PB's support
David J.S. Nicholson’s gift expands the Florida Legislature’s investment of $35 million for the institute’s 58,000-square-foot
neuroscience building.
Jupiter philanthropist gives $9.2M to expand FAU's brain research institute
Of those twelve, Quincyans Cafun, Kewney, and Seabold, were included on the President's List for maintaining 4.0 GPA's or
higher.
Local U of I graduates, Dean's and President's List honorees announced
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Let's look at Nebraska's scholarship picture in the wake of OLB David Alston entering the transfer portal and other potential
roster developments.
A round of scholarship math with Husker OLB David Alston in the portal and a transfer DB development
With championship runs by the Capitals, Mystics, and Nationals, D.C. became the District of Champions. Is it still?
Is D.C. Still a District of Champions? It’s Complicated.
From our early study of the mysterious stars to our later exploits in space — launching rockets, satellites and even putting
man on the moon — math has been and is still today humanity’s ...
Eulogy for mathematics in ‘woke’ California
The list of 24 players who have reached No. 1 since the world ranking began in 1986 does not include Mickelson, who is
more accomplished than all but one of them. He has never won a PGA Tour money ...
Column: Never No. 1, Mickelson's legacy will be longevity
where a school of mathematics had just been founded by K. Chandrasekharan. Narasimhan went to TIFR for his PhD in 1953
and among his co-students was C.S. Seshadri, with whom he went on to ...
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